ORCHESTRA SERIES PRESENTS

CCM PHILHARMONIA

“American Voices XIV”

BRADLEY GARNER
flute

MARK GIBSON
music director

APO HSU
guest conductor

Friday, January 27, 2012
Corbett Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

IN THE WINGS

Saturday, February 25, 8:00 p.m.
Chamber Choir, Chorale, Philharmonia Orchestra and Cincinnati Children’s Choir
Featuring Deborah Nansteel, mezzo-soprano, as Marguerite,
Daniel Ross, tenor, as Faust, and Kenneth Shaw, bass-baritone,
as Méphistophélès
Earl Rivers, conductor
Visuals by Raul Barcelona
“Berlioz: The Damnation of Faust (La Damnation de Faust, Op. 24)”
Berlioz breathes new life into Goethe’s Faust as a légende dramatique (dramatic legend), retelling the Faust story in a cinematic, action-paced musical event.

Location: Corbett Auditorium
Tickets: $12 general admission, $5 non-UC students, UC students FREE

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors.
A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
PROGRAM

The Unanswered Question (1906) Charles Ives (1874-1954)

Adrienne Doctor, offstage trumpet

Suite from The Incredible Flutist (1940) Walter Piston (1894-1976)

Introduction — Siesta in the Market Place

Entrance of the Vendors

Entrance of the Customers

Tango of the Merchant’s Daughters

Arrival of the Circus

Circus March

The Flutist

Minuet

Spanish Waltz

(Eight o’clock strikes)

Siciliana

Polka Finale

– INTERMISSION –

Pied Piper Fantasy, John Corigliano (b. 1938)

Concerto for flute and orchestra (1982)

I. Sunrise and the Piper’s Song

II. The Rats

III. Battle with the Rats

IV. War Cadenza

V. The Piper’s Victory

VI. The Burgher’s Chorale

VII. The Children’s March

(played without pause)

Bradley Garner, flute*

* CCM Faculty

This concert is dedicated to the memory of Jack Wellbaum (1922-2011), CCM Flute/Piccolo Faculty. “He was CCM’s Pied Piper.”

Special thanks to:

Jennifer Northcut
Mason High School
Mason Middle School

Amy Dennison, Assistant Dean, CCM Preparatory Department
Jonnie Lynn Jacobs-Percer, CCM Preparatory Department Ballet Coordinator

Violin I

Wooram Kwon, concertmaster
Zhang Ying, assistant concertmaster
Steve Nordstrom
Byong Gul Seo
Yang Liu
Justin Scheibel
Yaping Tan
Xia Xia Zhang
Dan Wang
Haoli Liu
Lu Li
Yi An Chen
Hanna Jin
Tian Zhou
Jae Eun Lee
Keija He
Hyesun Lee
Ruija Lui
Enica Dickens
Minhee Baeg

Violin II

Chang Ji, principal
Evan Hurley, assistant principal
Elisabeth Franks
Sara Jin
Emma Peters
Jumi Lee
Christine Prindle
Bitna Kwon
Xingye Hau
Qiao Yu
Yu Lin Liu
Soo Ji Kim
Chun Ni Hsieh
Eun Joo Ahn
Sang Young Lee
Eun Young Chung
Eunhye Son

Viola

En Chi Huang, principal
Keita Tanaka, assistant principal
Natasha Simmons
Damian Nelson
Stephen Goist
Melissa Tschamler
Travis Rollins
Kelly Houpt
Kevin Nordstrom
Claire Whittcomb
Rose Reidmiller
Akiko Haga
Karl Leal
Christopher Lape
Laurielle Cobb
Jeongeun Kim
Nari Choi
Qin Li
Christine Woodbury
Johnnia Stigall

Cello

Zhang Bo, principal
Pu Chen, assistant principal
Christoph Sassmannshaus
Christian Schrock
Ya-Han Chang
Carmine Miranda
Tim Kwan
Margaret Conley
Sarah Donahue
Youngchul Go
Matthew Harman
Sun Haeng Lee
Chia-Wei Lu
Yu Hsuan Yang
Yu Ching Lee
Chiao Hsuan Kang
Anna Bumiller

Double Bass

Kyle Etikins
Bryan Andrews
P.J. Cinque
Pei-Heng Chang
Ian Murdoch
Jon McCullough-Benner
Andrew Mehraban
Andrew Williams
Jonathan Boyer

Flute

Lyndsay Eiben#
Hae Ri Kim*
Cleo Leung*
Xin Peng
Matt Ross

Oboe

Joseph Bucci#
Kelly Diaz
Thomas Friedle
Alexander Pons*

Clarinet

Stephen Savage
Weily Shay
Elisha Willinger**

Bass Clarinet

Stephen Savage#
Weily Shay*

Bassoon

Marko Bajzer
Cullen Blain#
Randall Dennler
Tyler Wilkins

Baritone Saxophone

Jonathan Lancaster

Horn

Tyler Bjerke
Mario Lopez
Tim Martin
Jeremy Moon*
Melanie Schmid
Corey Tarbell#

Trumpet

Chuck Bindis**
Missy Camp
Adrienne Doctor*
Ryan Hallum

Trombone

Adam Chapman
Michael Charbel#
Benjamin Lightner*
Nolan Plunkett

Tuba

Peter Woodruff

Harp

Frances Cobb

Piano

Jesse Leong

Timpani

Benjamin Fraley*
Timothy Hampton*
Jerry Noble#

Percussion

Matthew Hand#*
Keith Hendricks
Betty Ling
Keaton Neeley
Eric O’Brien

Orchestra Manager
Sarah Anne Slaby

Librarian
Margaret Conley

Graduate Assistants
Michael Goist
Huan Jing
Chia-Hsuan Lin
Isaac Selya

Lighting
Isaac Selya

# Principal, Corigliano
^ Principal, Piston
* Principal, Ives
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